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Escaping the Hardware/Software
Upgrade Treadmill
THE URGE TO UPGRADE HARDWARE
ERP systems process terabytes of data per day, over time accumulating
exabytes of customer, product, employee and ﬁnancial data that needs to
be analyzed and mined for competitive value. To help manage and analyze
“big data,” many CIOs feel the urge to constantly upgrade their hardware
foundation to the latest CPU clusters, faster memory, and increased storage
capacity. In addition to the need for speed, under performing “old iron” is
continuously being replaced for fear of failure, security vulnerabilities or
expiring warranties.
A common casualty of this hardware churn is disruption to core software
systems that also may need to be upgraded along with the hardware to make
use of the new processing power and operating systems. However, adding
new hardware often means broken software, or at least applications that
need to be carefully patched and retuned. Hardware from a new vendor can
also cause issues with existing business code. In particular, carefully crafted
customizations can be disrupted with the introduction of new hardware and
operating systems.
While it may be necessary to upgrade hardware to keep up with the demands
of big data or to improve performance levels of existing systems, it should not
be necessary to constantly upgrade or patch the applications that run your
business, especially if they are customized and meeting your business needs.
The treadmill of upgrading software to match upgraded hardware adds
signiﬁcantly to the total cost of ownership (TCO) of your business systems.

STATE-OF-THE-ART
TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES
Rimini Street provides interoperability,
upgrade ﬂexibility and security and
compliance guidance that extend the overall
life of your systems. We provide end-to-end
services and can show you how to avoid the
expense of upgrading other parts of your
technology stack and extend the life span of
your IT investment while containing the total
cost of ownership. Rimini Street employs
experienced technology engineers to respond
to your changing and dynamic IT environment.
Our experts can:
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Insulate existing technology to protect,
preserve and extend the life of applications.
Guide you in the application of a holistic
approach to security to keep systems
compliant without constant patching.
Enhance interoperability with innovative
middleware solutions that keep your
enterprise applications working as
technology stack layers come and go.
Enable new features and functionality
with customizations and add-ons that play
well with legacy systems.
Future-proof your system and provide
expertise on legacy technology as IT
strategy changes.

Rimini Street routinely advises clients as they modify their IT infrastructure
to encapsulate their stable ERP systems before they upgrade hardware,
operating systems and client software. This strategy ensures that as new
components are added, the core business systems continue to run smoothly.

VIRTUALIZATION IS KEY TO NON-DISRUPTIVE
HARDWARE UPGRADES
While many organizations are either experimenting with or deploying
virtualization technologies to help balance computing loads and get more
out of existing hardware, realizing the beneﬁts of using virtualization for
encapsulating ERP systems is a more recent trend. Rimini Street has helped
many clients successfully implement appropriate virtualization technology.
Virtualization is particularly beneﬁcial when refreshing hardware systems.
Once your business systems are virtualized, adding or replacing hardware has
literally no effect on the applications. In addition, virtualization isulates your
customized application code from changes in server hardware and operating
systems.

“

By virtualizing our
Siebel applications,
Rimini Street enabled our
hardware upgrade to proceed
smoothly with no updates
needed to our CRM.

”

– IT Director,
global customer service provider

The Enterprise Software Support Company
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By encapsulating your ERP system you protect it from necessary hardware
upgrades, as well as migrations to new data centers and cloud computing
services. Virtualization provides more ﬂexibility in upgrading hardware
— and other layers of the technology stack as needed — with less risk of
disruption and without the need for extensive and costly regression testing.
With virtualization from vendors such as VMware and guidance from Rimini
Street, you can indulge your urge to add new hardware systems to meet the
growing ﬂood of big data — or upgrade your older computing platforms —
without increasing the TCO of your stable enterprise application software.

CLIENT SUCCESS WITH RIMINI STREET
HARDWARE UPGRADES
A global leader in customer management with annual revenues of $2
billion and more than 77,000 employees uses a mix of ERP, customer
service, and sales support applications to serve its worldwide clients.
With many different computing platforms to manage, careful planning
was required when upgrading server hardware systems so as to not
disrupt the stability of the applications. Upgrading hardware often
brings the ensuing issue of a new operating system as well. Both
issues were of concern to the organization as it sought to preserve
its investment in Siebel customer service systems while upgrading its
hardware server platforms. Rimini Street counseled that virtualizing
the servers would not only make them more manageable during the
upgrades, but would insulate the Siebel applications as well.
Rimini Street engineers worked corroboratively with the Siebel
administrators and developers to ﬁnd solutions and innovative
workarounds for issues that were encountered with each major step
of the server virtualization and OS upgrades. The end result was a
successful migration of Siebel applications from physical servers to
virtual servers and Windows 2008.

Rimini Street extends the overalll
life of your vital ERP systems
while reducing TCO by focusing
on usability, performance,
interoperability, security
and compliance.

MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF
HARDWARE UPGRADES FOR
LEGACY ERP SYSTEMS
Virtualization is a key step in preparing for
signiﬁcant hardware (and operating system)
upgrades. Rimini Street has successfully
helped clients lower the total cost of ownership
(TCO) of their existing applications with
virtualization techniques by enabling seamless
hardware refreshes that leave the core
applications unchanged — and functioning
better than ever.

RIMINI STREET TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTION BRIEFS
This document is one in a series of Rimini
Street Technology Solution Briefs.
ERP applications typically include a wealth of
features and functions. However, as elements
of the total system landscape change and
evolve — mobile devices, operating systems,
browsers — ERP applications are under
constant pressure to keep pace with their
surrounding environment.
Each Technology Solution Brief describes a
single infrastructure issue common to legacy
enterprise applications and describes the
types of solutions offered by Rimini Street as
part of our standard support services.

CONTACT RIMINI STREET FOR
MORE INFORMATION
There is no “one size ﬁts all” solution to
upgrading hardware, databases, or operating
systems while preserving your ERP systems.
Contact Rimini Street for an in-depth
discussion of your speciﬁc ERP landscape and
upgrade needs.
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